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A company rooted in the craft of 

excellence. The careful working 

of wood, iron, stainless steel, 

plastics, laminates and Corian. 

Over time our range has expanded, 

thanks to fruitful collaboration with 

prestigious architectural firms and 

established designers, elevating the 

attention to detail, the precision of 

our achievements, expanding the 

versatility of our solutions. 

From the design and manufacture 

of furniture, to interior design, from 

major production showrooms and 

trade shows to the realisation of 

furnishings for hospital departments. 

The philosophy of tailor-made is 

always at the centre of what we do, 

inclined towards the realisation of 

entire projects and related services. 

Anticipating times and solutions, 

foreseeing and planning for the needs 

of the coming years.

The first sign of change is the Totem 

Hydra. Presented at Expo in Shanghai, 

it rapidly established itself on the 

market of vertical bed-head beams for 

its innovative features. Careful design, 

great attention to detail, coupled with 

simple installation, and the capability 

for specific customisation. The Totem 

Hydra is a practical and versatile 

solution, providing refined and discrete 

aesthetics for the full range of hospital 

environments.

This is how the sector of the 

company exclusively dedicated 

to healthcare was born. Design, 

research and development of 

innovative, technologically advanced 

products for the needs of health 

care professionals and patients. The 

choice to concentrate on this, THE 

NEXTSYSTEM segment generates an 

excellent balance between technology 

and design, providing an innovative 

modular system of headwall, simple to 

assemble, prefabricated, prewired, and 

certified.

Casaluci Healthcare is already working 

on developing THE NEXTSYSTEM 

project, with advanced solutions for 

differing health environments: from the 

emergency room to the general wards 

and specialist care facilities.
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Declared by the specialist wards THE NEXTSYSTEM 

amplifies the potential of the system. It makes use of the 

wide range of modules designed for the inpatients areas and 

further implements elements and accessories that allow 

the composition of new configurations to the headwall and 

casework, functional for the designated environments and the 

critical areas, the surgeries and emergency rooms.

The elements (base, wall, column) are perfectly compatible 

with the prefabricated and flexible headwall structure. New 

emerging ergonomic compositions for the response to the needs 

of doctors and medical staff. In particular the management of 

emergency and safety at work. The Nextsystem specialises 

in the functional organisation of space avoiding overlap of the 

areas or corridors, or the primary activities with those of the 

secondary.

Moreover the sanitation module meets safety needs, avoiding 

risk from contamination.

SIDE ABS

Internal ABS side trays  injected mold polymer (60x40cm), 

available in three heights. Compliant with International Standard 

ISO 3394, 1984.

STEEL HINGES

Made with a steel frame and tempered zinc casted aluminum, 

angle opening of 270° and 3D adjustment system. Mechanical 

closing devises are used.

ELECTRONIC TAPS

Rounded and compact shape designed for easy cleaning. A 

photocell system allows the flow of water. A lever is equipped in 

case of failure or electrical problems rendering it always useful.

MODULO CPU

Electronic motor device with remote access for clinical.

Consists of a keyboard, monitor and CPU.

The keyboard is fitted with a door in open position that supports 

the ergonomic design of the entire module. A LED lighting 

system that helps access to the keyboard. The opening is 

accessed through sensors.

The entire system is protected by an electronic lock that denies 

access to unauthorised personnel.

ELECTRONIC LOCK

Equipped with LED lighting: blue for acceptance, red for error.

HANDLES

Molded in DuPont ™ Corian® in a single element for hygiene. 

Colour coordinated for different compartments.

SINKS AND WORK SURFACES

Made from 12mm THK DuPont ™ Corian®. The doors are 

provided with drip perimeter and raised welded rears for 

maximum sanitation.

Even the bathtub is in DuPont ™ Corian® thermoformed and 

welded to the floor.

TECHNICAL MODULE

The sink drain assembly is made of a 10/10 THK galvanised steel 

sheet, epoxy powder-coated doors.

DOORS AND DRAWERS

Made of 12mm THK DuPont ™ tempered glass mirrors 

integrated into the panels.

THE NEXTSYSTEM of Casaluci Healthcare is an integrated 

project that innovates the space in a hospital room making for a 

more pleasant hospital stay.

The headwall and wallsystem are modular and versatile, the 

customisable design enables complete freedom in-line with the 

necessary ductility of modern care systems.

Technology and design not only allow a functional modularity to 

meet different needs, but also promote greater simplicity in the 

reconfiguration and implementation of the different elements.

The Nextsystem is designed and realized inhouse by Casaluci 

Healthcare and it is rigerosley controlled and tested for the 

neccessery safety certificates.

Medical Desposition certified as a Class IIB and complies 

with EU Directives 93/42/CEE.
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